Pigment of the Month:

Face Inks Bamboo Blonde $25.00
(Regularly $30.00, Sale ends March 31, 2017)

Face Inks Bamboo Blonde is a fabulous Taupe color that can be used straight for a true taupe with no
warmth (red or golden tones) or warmed with a drop of Butterscotch to make it a golden taupe.
I am a big fan of adding a drop or 2 of warmth (Butterscotch) to Bamboo Blonde unless I am working
on my silver haired or Asian clients, where I do not want any warmth in my healed result.
Generally, I add my drop of Butterscotch, stir and place the mixture on my client's forehead and allow
it to dry. At this time I can see if their complexion tends to keep it slightly golden. If it appears too
cool, I add another drop of Butterscotch, stir and place the mixture on my client's forehead once again
and allow it to dry. I am looking for a taupe with a tad of warmth in it so I know I will not see a taupe
with gray tones when it heals. I truly have a distaste for ashy or gray eyebrows unless that is my goal.
Needles Make a Difference...
I tend to use a 3-Slope, Single or Micro-Blade to tattoo my brows. Since these needles travel deeper in
the tissue than a blunt 5 or 7 round, I prefer to warm my color. These needles can heal with deeper
and cooler tones than a larger round needle group.
Bamboo Blonde, a great color corrector...
My theory for color correcting is to tattoo the correcting color, lightly, on top of the color to be
corrected with a 5-round.
* I do not use a small needle i.e. Single, 3-liner, 3-Micro or 3-Outline for color correcting and I do not
place the correcting color as deeply as I believe the initial color was placed. I get a much better result
this way.
Best Seller........The Beau Brow Balance Kit

Eyebrows were never easier to place or measure than with The Beau Brow Balance Kit. No more
guessing if arches or tails are in the correct place. The fun kit includes several measuring devices that
insure exactness in your drawing. Your ability to create even eyebrows will allow you to tattoo with
confidence!
Order your Face Inks Pigments along with all your permanent cosmetics supplies
at beauinstitute.com or call 888-763-2328!
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